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Abstract
Architects are now capable to construct diverse architectural compositions
with various formal attributes. Although theorists have defined diverse sets of
composition attributes, no former list covers the features of our newly built
buildings. This study, for the first time, introduces a systematic method to define all the visual attributes in the composition of a building. Arising from the
definition of composition, the proposed method, after defining the composition layers and families, prepares a composition graph; then, by introducing
three roots of the attributes, it creates a list of the visual attributes. To give a
better insight, the method applied to four buildings and their visual attributes
are extracted accordingly. The employment of the procedure on a set of
building images sharing a criterion can reflect the most in-common formal
attributes among them. Therefore, a list of building attributes are also prepared by applying the method on 200 randomly selected building images. The
proposed method is adjustable to our needs and also applicable to various art
forms which the term composition covers. Consequently, the introduced
method has the potential to be an assistive tool in many formal explorations
studies.
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1. Introduction
Composition has experienced multiple definitions over its centuries of background. Alberti defines composition as “the procedure in painting whereby the
parts are composed together in the picture” (Grayson & Alberti, 1972: p. 73). In
architecture, Gaudet defines composition as “the combination of parts in a coDOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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herent whole” (Lucan, 2012: p. 158). Jon Brantingham, the composer of Hollywood, defines musical composition as “the process of making or forming a piece
of music by combining the parts, or elements of music” (Brantingham, 2019).
They generally emphasize the syntax of composition, which mostly concerns the
orders and arrangements of the parts. From this perspective, a decent composition requires syntactical features. Despite considering various essential traits, the
initial feature, as well as the final aim of composition, is mentioned deeply but
concisely as “the achievement of unity” (Lucan, 2012: p. 235). As Blanc, Pontremoli, and Dews put it, the parts of good compositions are unified in such a
way that any changes would not make it better, if not destroy it (Dews, 2003;
Lucan, 2012: p. 24). From this viewpoint, composition is profoundly defined as
“variety in unity”; “seeking variations within unification and seeking unity
within varieties” (Li, 2010). From another point of view, some theorists concern
the semantic aspect of composition; they mostly concern the perception of a
composition and focus more on content and artistic communication by visual
elements (Aldrich, 1969). Accordingly, the trace of sign and symbols emerges in
a composition (Frutiger, 1989; Langer, 1957), rather than the arrangement and
unification of the physical elements. This paper, without concerning the semantic aspects of composition, concerns the syntactic aspect of composition focusing
on the physical elements and their attributes.
Syntactically, the composition elements and principles are the basis of the
composition attributes. As they are analogous to noun and verb in a design language (Kasprisin, 2011), Dew expresses that most of the artists’ decisions are
“based on the elements and principles of design” (Dews, 2003: p. 13). Composition elements and composition parts are generally used interchangeably in literature, and they refer to the composition constituents. As the word part may recall, what to assume as a composition influences on parts recognition. For example, Alberti defines “parts of a ‘historia’ [painting] are the bodies, parts of the
bodies are member, and part of member is the surface” (Grayson & Alberti,
1972: p. 73). In an architectural plan as a composition, the rooms would be its
parts; and for a building façade, the windows, roofs, railings and so on are their
composition parts (Kruger, 1991); what to consider as a composition defines a
proper list of its elements.
As the second subject, composition principles involve the rules and methods
of organizing the parts. Although Greg Albert discusses various composition
principles based on his unique rule “never make any two intervals the same”
(Albert, 2003), some theorists provide a list of shared techniques and rules, including graduation, hierarchy, contrast, complexity, contradiction, balance, and
so on (Meiss, 2013). Diverse literatures reflect some architecture composition
principles, which are mostly explored by building analysis via diagrams and abstract sketches (Clark & Pause, 2012; Krier, 2010). Among them, some theorists
and researchers like Hanlon and Pend believe in existing timeless composition
principles (Hanlon, 2009; Li, 2010), while others believe in periodical maxims
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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and formulas which are fluctuating over the ages. Gargus defines a set of fundamental transformations of forms by some principles and asserts that “the emphasis on specific principles can shift” over the time (Gargus, 1994). The exaggerated verticality of Middle Ages has been substituted with horizontality and
moderated proportion through Renaissance (Arnheim, 2009). The symmetrical
axis-based architecture of the 19th century has shifted toward equilibrium and
balance until the late 19th century, then inclined toward the unbalanced and
asymmetrical plan (Lucan, 2012: p. 221). Then, Le Corbusier defines a modular
system to unify the composition elements (Corbusier, 1954) and, recently,
Schumacher discusses the ontological shift from the ideal rigid geometrical figure with straight-line toward the dynamic and adaptive geometrical entities via
spline and nurbs (Schumacher, 2015: p. 11). Despite various epochal shifts, in
practice, some theorists like Leon Krier and Andres Duany “follow any
pre-conceived set of design principles”; others like Ron Kasprisin’s believes on
the combination of various principles (Barnett, 2013), reminding Eclecticism in
art. Consequently, regardless of the different perspectives and various fluctuations, some believe that the “formal rules derived from the academies” must be
eliminated to promote “the personal inventiveness” (Caniggia & Maffei, 2001: p.
31). From this perspective, Wright in the 20th century says, “Composition [as a
method] in architecture is, I hope, dead” (Wright, 1928: p. 259); lastly, the term
“Non-composition” emerges to escape the compositional modes and move
beyond the composition principles (Lucan, 2012).
In recent decades, architects radically questioned the sufficiency of the composition principles, and rejected any restriction by the former governing rules of
composition. Nowadays, architects move beyond the limitation of the rules and
technological advancements eliminate the limitation of the composition elements. Thus, new forms have been emerged in architecture, even in wooden
structure buildings (Fallacara, Pantaleo, & Scaltrito, 2019). Tokajuk by comparing the building forms during three decades reflect the evolution line of the architectural forms in Poland (Tokajuk, 2019). As Breen discuss the phenomena of
architectural composition (Breen, 2019), many scholars via different perspective
reflect the emergence of formal revolutions and some search for an appropriate
design pattern (Jiang & Qian, 2019). There is no constraint in either composition elements or the composition principles; accordingly, very diverse composition forms and visual attributes exist in our buildings. Even the unique formal
attributes changed into the remarkable signature of the building’s architect.
Various formal features in the building composition are considered as by architects. We can find the importance of shadow by the platonic elements in Lois
Kahn’s building, significance of proportion in Le Corbusier’s work, massive elements in the majestic compositions of Mario Botta, smoothness in Greg Lynn
and Zaha Hadid’s work, whiteness in the Richard Meier’s buildings, and extreme
complexity within Frank Gehry’s work, the variety of artistic textures in Jean
Nouvel’s buildings, and straightforward design in the minimalist architectures of
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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Peter Zumthor.
Nowadays, any formal attributes are visible in recent buildings. As the manipulation of the attributes and visual properties can radically influence on building forms, identifying and perception of the formal attributes are emphasized by
many theorists, practitioners, and teachers. Although various set of composition
attributes can be found in literature, they do not cover all the existing ones in
our diverse buildings forms; lack of a proper method for defining a comprehensive list resulted in introducing multiple sets of attributes prepared by the subjective opinion of the theorists. Accordingly, this study aims to introduce a systematic method to extract the composition attributes of a building, to be further
progressed to a comprehensive list of composition attribute. To prepare the method, at first, the composition attributes are extracted from both discursive theories and building forms in practice, via analyzing over 150 building images. Several classifications have explored their basis. Then, a systematic procedure is
created to reveal the roots of the attributes in layer-base conforming the essence
of composition, leading to a comprehensive list of the attributes. Finally, although the method is proposed in a simple manner, it went a long way to design
a valid systematic method to cover all the visual attributes of a building composition. The procedure has two phases; at first, a composition graph with its
components is prepared; afterward, the graph will lead us to define a proper list
of composition attributes in a more objective manner. Consequently, after discussing the procedure in the next part, it is applied on four buildings to reveal
their composition attributes and illustrate the method in practice.

2. Defining Attribute Procedure
The procedure aims to introduce a systematic method for defining the composition attributes of a building. The proposed method concentrates on building
façades, though it can disclose the composition attributes of different objects
which the term composition covers. Generally, regardless of the composition
principles, the composition elements and the composed object as physical elements are the main roots of the attributes. Thus, at first, the objects and its
composition elements are identified, to prepare the composition graph of the
building. Finally, after defining their properties, a proper list of composition
attributes will be extracted.

2.1. Composition Layers and Scales
Regarding the definition of composition, composition elements are assembled or
organized to form a composed object, known as a unified object. That is, a unified object (a composition) contains various elements (parts) connected together, each can be allocated to a different layer of composition. From the scale point
of view, the elements belong to a smaller scale, and the unified object is located
in a larger scale. Thus, each composition has 2 main layers, the layer of the elements in a smaller scale and the layer of the unified object on a larger scale. AcDOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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cordingly, a composition layer refers to a specific scale in which the composition
elements or the unified object of a composition exist within. Figure 1 illustrates
the definition of composition and its assigned composition layers.
Each composition element might be considered as a unified object of other
smaller-scaled elements. Likewise, a unified object can also be a component of
another larger-scaled composition. Composition has chain-like composition
elements and unified object, possessing a fractal essence (Figure 2, right). On
one side, any architecture element is composed by some material formed by
some ingredients. On the other side, as Durand discusses “Buildings are the elements of which cities are composed” (Durand, 2000: p. 143); Blondel similarly
believes on “no discontinuity between architectural and urban design” (Lucan,
2012: p. 17). From this perspective, the chain of composition can exceed the architectural realm, from material science to urban studies. To focus on architectural composition attributes, the fractal nature of composition needs a proper
limitation for both the smallest and the largest scales (Figure 2, left).
Among the concentrated scale range, there might be a various number of intermediate layers. For instance, defining a building as the composition of some
materials, no intermediate layer would exist between material and building as
the smallest and the largest composition layers. Instead by considering a building as a composition of walls, roofs, and windows, one intermediate layer would
be defined as building elements. Similarly, French architect J. N. Huyot proposes the order of building composition as architectural elements (like shaft),

Figure 1. Graphical composition definition & distinguishing their composition layers via scale.

Figure 2. The chain of composition layers.
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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architectural type (column with capital), a simple subject (like vestibule), and
complex subjects (like building), regarded here as four composition layers (Lucan, 2012: p. 88). Alternatively, the graph below illustrates 6 composition layers
from the architectural material to building (Figure 3). Any composition can
possess several numbers of composition layers. Worth mentioning, although the
number of layers correlates in defining composition attributes, a higher number
of layers do not necessarily lead to more comprehensive composition attributes.
Rather, to have a well-organized list of attributes, instead of an exhaustive number of layers with little difference in scale, distinctive composition layers are required. Hence, the redundant intermediate layers should be discerned, as supposedly the three intermediate layers are eliminated in the graph below.
The considered scale-range and the number of intermediate layers are under
the influence of various issues. The profound influence of material in the newly
constructed buildings leaves no place to discern it as the smallest-scaled layer of
composition. The ultimate unified object can be considered from part of a wall
to a complex building. Since the introduced method aims to discover the
attributes of real-world buildings, the number of intermediate layers is under the
influence of various issues related to both observer and building properties, including observer’s standpoint, its distance to the buildings, the accuracy of the
perception, building details, overall building form, the number of elements, etc.
Although various issues influence the number of the identified layers, the quantity of the layers is not a significant matter; instead, as far as the layers are distinctive and fully understandable, regardless of their quantity, they will lead to a
proper list of composition attributes. The number of intermediate layers is adjustable to our needs, which will be clarified after having a general insight about
the whole method.

2.2. Composition Family and Their Properties
After defining the proper composition layers, this step defines the components
of each layer and their properties. Each distinctive component of a layer is called
a family. For instance, if the materials of a building are brick, stone, and wood,
the families of the material layer would be brick, stone, and wood. Noteworthy,

Figure 3. Various intermediate layers for a specific composition.
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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each family must be independent of another family in the same layer; otherwise,
the family belongs to another layer of composition, and the layer or family need
revision. For instance, a combination of wood and brick is not a material family.
Having the chain-like nature of composition in mind, each family of a layer is
formed by the assemblage of some families in the smaller-scaled layer. For example, a distinctive wall as a family of element layer is formed by one or some
families in material layer, like brick or wood. Therefore, the relationship between
the families is gradually being revealed. Figure 4 samples a composition graph
with 3 composition layers and 5 composition families, and a glance over the
Figure 5 can facilitate its perception.
Following the procedure, each family has some properties. For instance, the
properties of a material as a family member can be its color, texture, reflectivity
and so forth. As graph 4 shows, the properties are written below each family. A
proper list of the family properties can be obtained with the aid of theoretical
discourses, personal experience, even comparing the families, as well as the
software simulating realistic images. For example, 3ds Max lists various properties of a material in a user-friendly order; it can make an assistive list of properties such as quality, color, texture, pattern, pattern size, transparency, translucency, reflection, self-illumination, edge-properties, index of refraction, roughness, and so on. Since this study focuses on the visible composition attributes in
building images, the very distinguishable properties need to be identified, rather
than an extensive number of properties hard to specify. Until now, after defining
the visible number of properties, a composition graph is prepared.
Arising from the composition graph, there are three main roots for the composition attributes: 1) The overview on the family (rectangular shapes in the
graph), 2) the relationship between the families (lines in the graph), and 3) the
family properties (the features under each family).
1) The families’ overview leads to some composition attributes and their values. For example, the existence of just one family in the material layer will lead
to the number of material (single material), as a composition attributes and its

Figure 4. Sample of a composition graph (layers, families, family relationships, and family properties).
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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value in parentheses; in case of existing five family members in the architectural
element layer, then an attribute would be the number of elements (five or many).
Worth mentioning, the number of the layers can reflect a composition attribute,
compare graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
2) The lines showing the relationship between the families reflect another set
of composition attributes. For example, if all building elements had been formed
by just one material, the number of material in each element (one) would be a
composition attribute. The first two roots are the general overview of the graph.
3) In most cases, the family properties are the main source of composition
attributes. Each property mostly reflects the value of the composition attributes.
For instance, plain white as a property of a material, right-angle cube as a property
of an element, and symmetry as a property of the unified object are considered as
values for the following composition attributes: material color (with the value of
white), material texture (no texture/plain), element geometry (right-angle cube),
and symmetricity (symmetry).
Please consider, if there was just one family in a composition layer, then all of
its properties can turn into some composition attributes. In case of existing more
than one family in a composition layer, the relationship between them will lead
to a meaningful list of composition attributes. For instance, if both black and
white materials utilized in a building, relationship between their colors which is
in-contrast would be the value of an attribute: material color (in-contrast).
Noteworthy, although the method reflects various attributes, not all of them are
significant and practically influential. The more detailed the graph is produced,
the more number of attributes will be extracted. Finally, the most significant
ones should be excerpted out of them. In case of focusing on some particular issues, the attributes need selection accordingly. Finally, the attributes needs refinements to have the most remarkable composition attributes. The method is
applied on four samples selected in a way reflecting these considerations.
In case of applying the method for a set of buildings, the attributes and their
values should be harmonized, since it make more sense to have a proper list
covering them all. After gathering the significant composition attributes of each
building, a set of attributes and their quantified values can be prepared, and each
composition attributes and their values should be accordingly revised and
adapted. For example, despite the existence of color spectrum, 6 values with a
clear border can be defined, and the attributes can be valued accordingly, like
(white, grey, black, light warm color, dark warm color, and cold color). That is,
every color attributes has one of these 6 values, though it may add an ignorable
“aboutness” to the values. This adaptation makes the measurement, comparison,
finding similarities, and discovering the differences much easier; in brief, this
harmonization makes the method more applicable for many further architectural investigations.

3. Applying the Method
The introduced method is applied on four buildings, to reflect the method in
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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Figure 5. Composition attributes of samples 1 and 2.

Figure 6. Composition attributes of samples 3 and 4.

practice: StamisolFa building, Ronchamp church, Bossa Restaurant, and Seattle
Central Library, respectively designed by Serge Ferrari, Le Corbusier, Arco, and
cooperation of Koolhaas and Prince-Ramus. The first two samples have very distinctive parts, which comprise one intermediate layer in their composition
graph; they have three composition layers (Figure 5). The next two samples have
a monolithic formal character; they have just 2 composition layers, without any
intermediate layer (Figure 6). A glimpse over the Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows
the difference between their general formal appearance and their composition
layers. After defining their composition layers, the families of each layer are distinguished, and the composition graph is attained. Having a similar composition
graph, for each pair of samples just one graph is illustrated. Lastly, for every single family, just 2 or 3 properties as examples are mentioned. Please consider,
these samples are selected in a way to show the building attributes either with or
without intermediate layer, to show different value of the same graphical model,
and to confirm that the graph can reflect the differences of the visual attributes
in a systematic manner.
Figure 5 reveals the composition graph and attributes of the first two samples.
The graph overview, the families and their relationship, shows the existence of
three attributes: both buildings have 2 materials with a few elements (Attributes
1 & 2) and in both buildings just one material forms each distinctive element (3).
The family properties as another source of composition parameters reflect some
other attributes. Regarding the existence of two families in a composition layer,
the relationship between the properties echoes a more considerable attributes
rather than each properties; both buildings use materials with contrast colors
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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(4). In the first sample, one with a very dense texture and another has almost no
texture; their material textures are in contrast (5). While in the second sample,
both materials similarly have few textures (5). Having geometry as a property of
both elements in the two buildings results in accepting geometry as a composition attribute with the value of cubic right-angular Pythagorean for the first and
Smooth non-Pythagorean Sculptural-like for the second samples (6). There is no
shared area/volume among the distinctive elements of the buildings; parts are
distinguishable while there is no joint except their contours (7, and 8).
The next two buildings possess two composition layers, with just one family in
each. Apart from the overall scheme of the graph reflecting some composition
attributes, the whole family properties refer to the value of another set of composition attributes. As the graph displays, a single material forms each building
(1). Having just two layers reflects lacking a composition element (2). Material
quality can also introduce another composition attribute especially for single-material building (3), although the dominant material of a multi-material
building can be mentioned as an attribute. The family properties reflect some
other composition attributes like the material color (4) and material texture (5).
In contrast to the third sample with ordinary absorbent wood, material reflection is an apparent property for the fourth sample material. Thus, material reflectivity is an attribute discovered by comparison, as it is mentioned as an assistive technique (6). Geometry is another composition attribute for both buildings,
which is cubic and fragmented respectively (7). Based on the images, both
buildings have no openings and possess slight stress on horizontality. Therefore,
their stress (8) and openness (9) are mentioned as two composition attributes,
although both buildings especially the library might be different in various photographs taken from a different stance or time.
Noticeable, some intermediate layers can be introduced for each building. For
example, in the last sample, each surface of the fragmented form can be considered as an element. Then, its composition graph would have three composition
layers; and the element properties can reflect some other attributes. For example,
the shape and geometry of the plates could be among the composition attributes.
In fact, the samples just illustrate the procedure and reveal the apparent composition attributes; rather than all the detailed attributes, which lastly require some
refinements. It is important to know that the method is adjustable to the degree
of accuracy we prefer to go through. If a special issue is the main concentration
for us, the method would directly reflect those attributes; if we need a detailed
composition attributes, the systematic method can be adaptable to the required
precision; in case of concerning the main issues, the main visible and influential
attributes would be acquired by applying the method with a few layers.
Furthermore, the parameters and their values reflect the composition
attributes visible in its image, rather than building as an object. For instance, the
color of a reflective material can differ in various weather conditions; the sample
four would be more greyish in cloudy and bluish under sunny weathers. In addition, over the nighttime, the building appearance is entirely different, and their
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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attributes alter accordingly. As another example, although the fourth building
seems to have a solid skin covering the building, it is almost transparent from
the inside. The images are the roots of the composition attributes, rather than
the building as an object. Consequently, the introduced method would be perception-oriented method while applying to the real world buildings.
The Most In-Common Composition Parameters
Applying this method for a number of buildings can result in attaining a
comprehensive list of the shared composition attributes, though it is not the aim
of the paper; that is to say, although the introduced method aims to reflect the
visual attributes of a building façade, it has this potential to disclose the shared
ones among a set of building images. Accordingly, in a time-consuming process,
over 200 building forms have been investigated via this procedure and a list of
the shared composition attributes is prepared. There was no limitation over the
building selections; the buildings are selected randomly, designed by several
numbers of architects around the world. Since most of the recent building forms
have no clear distinguishable parts, the shared composition attributes related to
material and building layers as two ubiquitous composition layers. Finally, the
shared attributes among the building are listed below (Table 1). Please consider,
the prepared list is not a conclusive list of attribute, rather it shows that what
attributes are more in-common among the buildings in general and reflects
Table 1. The most in-common composition attributes of the selected building images.
Material-based Composition Attributes
Material Quality
Material Color

5 Stone—Brick—Wood—Plaster/concrete—Aluminum
6

White—Grey—Black—Light Warm Color—Dark Warm Color—Cold
Color

Material Texture

3 Without Texture & Pattern (T&P)—With some T&P—Full of T&P

Material Solidity

3 Solid—Almost Solid—Net shaped

Material Reflectivity 3 Matt—Reflective—Very reflective
Materials Quantity

4

Single Material—2, 3 Different Material—2, 3 Contrast Material—Many
Materials
Building-based Composition Attributes

Symmetricity

3 Symmetry—Partially Symmetry—Asymmetry

Rhythm

3 Rhythmic—Partially Rhythmic—No Rhythm

Pattern

3 Regular—Irregular—No Pattern

Stress

DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012

3 Horizontality—Neutrality—Verticality

Indentation

3 No Indent—Almost Indented—Fully Indented

Complexity

3 Simple—Moderately Complicated—Complicated

Decoration

3 No Decoration—Moderately Decorated—Fully Decorated

Openness

3 Almost Open—Moderately Open—Almost Solid

Geometry

4 Basic Geometry—Compound Geo.—Fragmented Geo.—Smooth Geo.
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that the method is applicable to extract the shared visual attributes among a set
of building images. Although, this list can be a basis of future studies, we suggest
to attaining an appropriate list of attributes that focuses more on the required
characteristics of building in further formal exploration.
Apart from the attribute, the values are also limited to the most in-common
easily-distinguishable features. For example, many architectural materials are
being used in our time like stone, brick, wood, concrete, aluminum, plaster,
mirror, glass, ceramic, Cor-Ten, copper, brass, porcelain tiles, creative Facade
Panel, Cemintel Facade Panel, etc. Among them, just five commonly-used materials are mentioned. Also, the spectrum-like diverse values of some parameters
are quantified into some analyzable and meaningful value groups, like the six
mentioned values for the material color, and dividing the building openness into
3 classes. Finally, since the attributes are limited to the properties visible in the
building images, the invisible, or undistinguishable ones are simply discerned
like material durability, stiffness, index of refractions, glossiness and so on. The
table below shows the shared composition attributes among the selected building.

4. Conclusion
This study introduces a systematic method for defining the composition attributes
of a building. After preparing a composition graph and exploring their properties, the root of the attributes is attained. Accordingly, the composition attributes
and their values are extracted in a more organized and objective manner. This
system, by scrutinizing the composition parts and unified objects of a chain-like
composition, reveals all the attributes of a composition in a more comprehensive
manner.
This method has enough potential to reveal the attributes of various formal
conditions. It can be applied on different composition scales, from wall to a
complex building. Similarly, although the introduced method is applied on
building images, it has potential to extract the composition attributes from a
conceptual sketch to the extent of real-world perception of a building. Consequently, since the system arising from the definition of composition, it can potentially extract the composition parameters of anything the term composition
covers. Interestingly, the system can be adjusted to our focal issues in our desired accuracy level. For instance, while the material is the main concern of the
composition explorations, the attributes related to the first layer need consideration. While set of composition attribute is required, the number of layers, families, and their properties can reply the need, and introduce more-detailed composition attributes.
Noteworthy, applying this method on a set of buildings can reveal the shared
and disparate composition attributes. By applying this method on a building
group selected from a specific location or time, the shared attributes or values of
the area or era will be exposed. If various buildings of an architect are analyzed,
DOI: 10.4236/adr.2019.73012
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the architect’s preferred attributes or formal values will be discovered. The method can reveal the personal, regional, geological, cultural, periodical composition
attributes or values. Exploring various images of a building can reveal the shared
or inconsistent attributes of its composition. Setting its vast application aside,
this systematic method by its objective procedure explores visible composition
parameters of buildings and prepares a list for further formal investigations.
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